Draper Hills Summer Fellows Program

2017 Agenda

Update: 7/25/17
Draper Hills Summer Fellows Program on Democracy and Development
(Bechtel Conference Center, Encina Hall, Entry Level)

Program Schedule
July 16 – August 4, 2017

SUNDAY, July 16

1:00 pm  Tour of Stanford Campus with Gerhard Casper
          (Will meet in front of Munger Residence at 12:30 pm)

5:30 pm  Welcome Reception and Dinner – (Encina Hall Lobby and Bechtel Conference Center)
          (Will meet in front of Munger Residence at 5:15 pm)
WEEK ONE

Defining Democracy, Development, and the Rule of Law

Monday, July 17: Political Development

9:00 am – 9:30 am  Welcoming Remarks (Core Faculty and Sarina Beges)

9:30 am – 11:15 am  Dimensions of Development (Lecturer: Francis Fukuyama)

11:15 am – 11:30 am  Break

11:30 am – 12:30 pm  Stakeholder Analysis (Lecturer: Francis Fukuyama)

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm  Lunch

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm  Case Study I: Hyderabad Case (Lecturer: Francis Fukuyama)

Tuesday, July 18: Global Democratic Recession

9:00 am – 10:45 am  Is there a Global Democratic Recession? (Larry Diamond and Marc Plattner)

10:45 am – 11:00 am  Break

11:00 am – 12:30 pm  The Rise of Global Populism (Anna Grzymala-Busse, Kathryn Stoner, Francis Fukuyama)

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm  Lunch

1:30 pm – 2:45 pm  Special Discussion on the Draper Richards Kaplan (DRK) Foundation with Bill Draper, Co-Chair and Christy Remey Chin, managing director at DRK Foundation, Chair: Francis Fukuyama

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm  Break

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm  Communications Workshop with Matt Abrahams

Wednesday, July 19: Economic Development
9:00 am – 10:30  Introduction to Economic Development (*Lecturer: Francis Fukuyama*)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Break

10:45 am - 12:15 pm  Inequality and Democracy in Latin America (*Lecturer: Alberto Diaz-Cayeros*)

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm  Lunch

1:15 pm – 2:30 pm  TED-Talk 1: Gender & Development
1. Elsa Marie D'Silva: “Use of ICT to Combat Sexual Violence in Public Spaces”
2. Ruth Kissam: “Democratic Voting as a Woman in a Tribal Society”
3. Hadeel Alqaq: “Females Participation in the Workforce| A Lost Opportunity for Jordan”

6:30 pm  Film Screening and Dinner: A *Whisper to a Roar* (Optional), Oksenberg Room, 3rd Floor Encina Hall
Dinner will be served at 6:00 pm

**Thursday, July 20: Rule of Law**

9:00 am – 11:00 am  Introduction to Rule of Law and Case Study II on Judicial Reform in Bangladesh (*Lecturer: Erik Jensen*)

11:00 am – 11:15 am  Break

11:15 am – 12:30 pm  The Relationship of Law to Economic Growth and Development (*Lecturer: Erik Jensen*)

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm  Lunch

1:30 pm – 2:45 pm  TED-Talk 2: Reforming the System
1. Eka Gigauri: Corruption- “A Disease That Can Be Cured with Strong Political Will”
2. Ivana Djuric: “Civil Service Activism”
3. Omar Balafrej: “Democratic Activism in a Semi-Authoritarian Country (The Case of Morocco)”

5:00 pm – 7:00 pm  In Conversation with Gerhard Casper (Facilitated by Erik Jensen)

Friday, July 21: Global Health

9:00 am – 11:00 am  Case Study III: Gates Foundation/World Health Partners/Bihar, India (Grant Miller)

11:00 am – 11:15 am  Break

11:15 am – 12:30 pm  TED-Talk 3: Stories of Courage
   1. Hoi Trinh: “I am from Vietnam”
   2. Zhanna Nemstova: “Civil Courage”

12:30 pm – 1:15 pm  Lunch

1:15 pm – 2:30 pm  TED-Talk 4: Uprisings
   1. Mohamed Elsayoumy: “Morality of Revolt”
   2. Yasmine Farouk: “Should We Engage with the Repressive State?”
   3. Sabah Hamamou: “If You Want to Talk to Egypt, Talk to Me!”

2:30 pm  Special Talk with Eric Schmidt of Google

3:30 pm  Group Photo

Friday Evening:

5:30 pm  Shuttle will depart from Escondido Turnaround

6:00 pm – 9:00 pm  Dinner at Ingrid Hills’ Home (Optional)

9:15 pm  Arrive back at Escondido Turnaround
Saturday, July 22: Tour of San Francisco (Optional)

8:30 am         Shuttle will depart from Escondido Turnaround

9:30 am – 12:30 pm  Bus Tour of San Francisco

12:30 pm – 2:30 pm  Lunch at Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco

2:30 - 8:00 pm  Free time at Union Square

8:00 pm  Depart for Stanford from Union Square

9:30 pm  Arrive back at Stanford at Escondido Turnaround
WEEK TWO
Governance and the Interaction between Democracy, Development, and the Rule of Law

Monday, July 24: Democratic Accountability
9:00 am – 10:30 am  Horizontal Accountability (Lecturer: Larry Diamond)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Break

10:45 am – 12:45 pm  Case Study IV: Indonesia's Corruption Eradication Commission (Erik Jensen)

12:45 pm – 1:45 pm  Lunch

1:45 pm – 3:15 pm  Voting Rights in the United States (Lecturer: Pamela Karlan, Chair: Erik Jensen)

Tuesday, July 25: American Democracy
9:00 am – 10:30 am  The Current State of American Democracy (Bruce Cain, Daniel Stid, Steve Stedman, Didi Kuo (TBD)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Break

10:45 am – 12:15 pm  TED-Talk 5: Delivering Justice
   1. Miguel Bronfman: “Enforcing the Rule of Law in the Fight Against Terrorism”
   2. Zaceu Lian: “Why a Full Restoration of Democratic System is Not Adequate to End Armed Conflict in a Multi-Ethnic Burma? What Else Do We Need?”
   3. Astrid Escobedo: “Justice and I”
   5. Mustafa Haid: “No Peace without Justice”

12:15 pm – 1:15 pm  Lunch
1:15 pm – 2:45 pm  Judging in the U.S.: Inside the Court and Beyond (*Lecturer: Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar, Chair: Erik Jensen*)

**Wednesday, July 26:**

9:00 am – 11:00 am  Case Study V: Public Broadcasting in Ukraine (*Lecturer: Steve Krasner*)

11:00 am – 11:15 am  **Break**

11:15 am – 12:45 pm  Internet, Social Media and Democracy (*Eileen Donahoe, Larry Diamond, Nate Persily, Timothy Garton Ash*)

12:45 pm – 1:45 pm  **Lunch**

1:45 pm – 3:15 pm  Understanding Foreign Policy Debates (*Michael McFaul*)

6:00 pm -  Fellows BBQ in front of Munger Residence

**Thursday, July 27: American Foreign Policy**

9:00 am - 10:00 am  Democracy: Stories from the Long Road to Freedom (*Lecturer: Secretary Condoleezza Rice, Chair: Francis Fukuyama*)

10:00 am – 10:20 am  **Break**


1. Anoop Ratnaker Rao: “Is There Hope for the Small-Farmer Community in India?”
2. Marryam Khan: “Connect for Peace”
3. Victor Liakh: “Online and Offline Democracies: How to Turn Parallel Spaces into a Common Universe”
4. Isabel Amorim: “Quality Journalism Saving the World”
5. Arseny Bobrovsky: “Life After a Dictator: How to Overcome Fear of the Future”
6. Sabah Hamamou: “I Only Have a Pen!”
7. Marites Filomena Rana-Bernales: “Judges as Vanguards of the Rule of Law”

12:15 pm – 12:30 pm  **Break**

12:30 pm – 2:00 pm  Omidyar Visit (Stacy Donohue and Alissa Black) and Lunch
5:30 pm – 7:30 pm  Public Screening of “Nemtsov” followed by panel discussion with Vladimir Kara-Murza and Zhanna Nemtsova (Bechtel Conference Room)

**Friday, July 28:**

9:00 am – 10:30 am  New Developments in Biotechnology and Artificial Intelligence (*Megan Palmer, Jerry Kaplan and David Relman, Chair: Francis Fukuyama*)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  **Break**

10:45 am – 12:45 pm  Case Study VI: Choosing China: Ghana’s $3 Billion Loan Decision (*Francis Fukuyama*)

12:45 pm – 4:00 pm  **d.school Workshop (Nadia Roumani and Thomas Both) and Working Lunch at Stanford d.school**

5:45 pm  Shuttle will depart from Escondido Turnaround

6:00 pm – 9:00 pm  Dinner at Michael McFaul and Donna Norton’s home (Optional)
WEEK THREE

Monday, July 31:

9:00 am – 10:30 am  The Quality of Government (*Francis Fukuyama*)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Break


12:15 pm – 1:30 pm  Lunchtime Workshop: How to Protect Your Most Critical Communications: Information Security Landscape for Journalists and Dissidents with Wickr’s Director of Public Policy, Rita Zolotova

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm  Trump-Putin “Bromance” (*Michael McFaul*)

Tuesday, August 1:

9:00 am – 10:30 am  Democratic Erosion and Breakdowns (*Larry Diamond*)

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Break

10:45 am – 12:15 pm  Authoritarian Resurgence in the Middle East (*Abbas Milani; Amr Hamzawy; Ayca Alemdaroglu*, Chair: *Larry Diamond*)

12:15 pm – 1:15 pm  Lunch

1:15 pm – 2:45 pm  Democratic Accountability (*Jeremy Weinstein*)

4:00 pm  Drinks with Michael McFaul, CoHo (Optional)

6:30 pm  Film Screening and Dinner: Brother Outsider: The Life of Bayard Rustin

Dinner will be served at 6:00 pm

Wednesday, August 2:

9:00 am – 10:45 am  A Strategy for Democratic Renewal (*Lecturer: Carl Gershman, Chair: Larry Diamond*)

10:45 am – 11:00 am  Break
11:00 am – 12:30 pm Group Discussion: Resisting the Authoritarian Resurgence and Renewing Democracy (*Chair: Larry Diamond*)

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm Lunchtime Discussion with the Human Rights Foundation Chief Strategy Officer Alex Gladstein

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Case Study VII: The International Implementation of Peace Agreements (*Steve Stedman*)

4:00 pm – Visit to Benetech (TBD)

6:00 pm – Talk with fellows from Ukraine (Optional)
Oksenberg Room, 3rd Floor Encina Hall

**Thursday, August 3: Trip to San Francisco**

9:00 am Leave for San Francisco

10:30 am – 11:30 am Visit to Twitter with Public Policy Team

11:30 am – 1:30 pm Lunch

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm Visit to San Francisco City Hall and meeting with Chief Innovation Officer Jay Nath

**Friday, August 4: Towards Building An Alumni Community**

9:00 am – 10:30 am Towards Building an Alumni Community (Sarina Beges)

10:30 am -10:45 am Break

10:45 am - 12:30 pm Program Evaluation and Wrap-Up

12:30 pm Onward Lunch and Free Time

6:30 pm – 9:30 pm Graduation Dinner (Bechtel Conference Room)